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Guaranteed to enrich a toddlerâ€™s vocabulary, this simple and fun series of bilingual board books

is ideal for helping children discover a foreign language. Highlighting more complex concepts that

go beyond colors and numbers, titles in the series feature jobs, music, opposites, and sports. This

collection combines photographs, bright illustrations, and dual-language words in clear, bold text.

Suitable for both individuals and groups, these books are a childâ€™s perfect introduction to

exploring other cultures.
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This is a great series of books, with good translation. My daughter seems to enjoy these. The book

is made of good materials. The pages are not too thick, so this is for a younger toddler and

appropriate for the age 2-5.

The books in the "My First Bilingual Book" series have colorful, good quality images, sturdy pages,

and the size is relatively small. The "Jobs- Le Occupazioni" one (similar to the Sports-Gli Sport)

includes equal representation of men and women in the example jobs. This is a great book for

households where both parents don't speak Italian, since it provides the word in both Italian and

English.



I bought this book for my son when he was 8 months old, and for the last 7 months this book has

been among his favourites. He likes the other two from this series, Animals and Fruits, almost as

much, but this one is preferred of the three, probably because the book depicts people which he

finds interesting (like most other babies, he likes books with pictures of babies, but this one is the

only one we have that clearly shows adults). The pictures of people in various occupations are well

taken and diverse: photographer, fire-fighter, waiter, office worker, doctor, teacher, etc. There is a

good mix of males and females (although I've never heard of a female car mechanic LOL) There is

a couple of small image imperfections related to photography touch-ups (the eyelashes of the

plumber are clearly exaggerated, and so is the glove-like wrinkled skin on the car mechanic's hand);

no kid would notice it though, and it makes it more entertaining for us, adults, to read it, if anything

else; so no complaints.
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